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CHAPTER I 
IITTRCDUCTIOIT
During the last ten years the school survey has 
become not only a popular but an almost indispensable 
means of measuring progress and results, evaluating 
methods, teachers and organizations, and justifying 
procedures and expenditures. The rapid increase in 
the number and excellence of objective teats, and the 
spread of knowledge as to their use has made possible 
surveys conducted along more or less scientific lines.
The testing survey carried on in the schools of 
third class uistricts of Gallatin County, llontana 
during the latter half of the school year of 1927- 
1928 had for its immediate purpose the finding of the 
intelligence status and achievement status in reading 
and arithmetic of the pupils cf the fifth, sixth, 
seventh and eighth grades.
Testing v/as done in fifty-tv/o one-room rural 
schools and in five village schools of two or more 
rooms each, A total of five hundred thirty children 
were tested. The County Superintendent of Schools,
Miss Mary Rosenberg, the members of the writer's class 
in Educational Measurements at Montana State College 
and the writer gave and scored the tests.
There had been very little objective testing done 
In the rural schools of Gallatin County, in fact, many 
of the teachers and most of the pupils v/e re unacciuainted 
with tests of the objective type. One ciro.umstance 
should be mentioned at this time which has doubtless 
exerted an influence upon the grades made in silent 
reading and arithmetic. For several years the Gallatin 
County Rural Teachers' Association has sponsored a 
County Track Meet and Scholarship Contest, In the be­
ginning spelling was the only subject in which contests 
were held. Later, writing, silent reading, arithmetic 
and other academic subjects were added. The teachers 
and pupils of the rural schools have taken great in-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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teres t in these contests which have no doiiht had the " 
0^jfect of raising standards in the contest sub jec ts . 
Objective tests were used in the contest % or tne xirst 
tir.e this year.
The intelligence test used in this survey of 
third class xistricts v/as the Detroit Alpha Intelli­
gence Test, Form li. devised by Harry J. Baker, Ph. D., 
Clinic Psychologist of Detroit Public Schools. This 
test v/as selected partly because the results of 
the test lend themselves exceptionally v/e 11 to classi­
fication purposes, and partly because a large number 
of these tests v/e re already available in the office of 
the County Superintendent of Schools. The reading and 
arithmetic tests used v/e re Monroe *s Standardized Silent 
Reading Test, Revised, anc. Monroe *s Standardized General 
Survey Arithmetic Scales. These tests v/e re used be­
cause they are v/e 11 and favorably knov/n, easy to give 
and score, and have thoroughly standardized norms.
The survey v/as not a complete one, in the sense 
that neither all the pupils nor all the schools v/e re 
reached by the survey. Ilone of those concerned in 
the giving ana scoring of the tests had had wide ex­
perience in testing. A second test in intelligence for the purpose of verifying results of the first 
test v/as not administered. Hov/ever, the following 
results may safely be claimed as having been achieved: 
the pupils and teachers have become acquainted v/ith ob-- 
jective testing, data have been collected ana filed in 
the office of the County Superintendent of Schools' 
which will be valuable for comparative purposes, ten­
tative standards have been established for"the rural 
schools in the subjects in which tests were given, and 
a start has been made in a testing program v/hich can be 
continued during the coming school year, in the form of 
further survey testin' in other subjects, retestinr in 
intelligence, ana diagnostic testing and remedial work in reaain • and arithmetic.
The survey could hardly have been made without 
the cooperation of Miss Mary Rosenberg, County Super­
intendent of Schools of Gallatin County and her able 
assistants. For tl.is assistance the author is greatly
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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"indebted. The author is also greatly indebted to 
the members of the teaching staff of the Department 
of Education of the University of Uontana for many 
helpful suggestions given before ani during the pre­
paration of this thesis, and to her students in 
Educational Lie a sure me nts v/ho gave v r.lucblc assis­
tance in the giving ana the scori-, c; tests.
Le ora II. Eapner
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CKAP'JZ.^ II 
IITTELLIGSITCS TSSTIYG
Tlie 1881 118ed in tlie vesting siiirvey intelli —
frence of fifth., sixth, seventh and eighth grade pupils 
in schools of third class districts cf Gallatin County, 
Montana was the Detroit Alpha Intellij^ence lest, Form
M. devised by Dr. Harry J. Baker, Clinical Psycholo­
gist of Detroit Public Schools. These tests were es­
pecially designed t o  differentiate between the dull, 
average and bright pupils. (Baxer, Charac ueristio 
Differences in Bright and Dull Pupils, Chapter III.)
Dr. Baker provides a system of letter ratings which 
correspond acoroximat ely with Binet*s IQ.* s . (Baker, 
Chapter XXII~. ) Thus a letter rating of A corresponds 
to an IQ of 118 to 150 or higher; 3 to an IQ, of 111 
to 117; Cf, to an IQ of 105 to 110 ; C to an IQ of 9 6
to 104; C-, to an IQ of 90 to 95; D, to an IQ of 83 to
89; and E, to an IQ of 70 or lower to 82. In a large 
unselected group of first grade children there would 
be appro::imately 8 percent of A* s and 12 percent of B*s,18 percent of Cf*s, 24 percent of C*s, 18 percent of 
C-*s, 12 percent of D*s end 8 percent of E!s, (Terman, 
The Intelligence of School Children, Chapter IV.)
Table II gives a summary of the letter ratings for 
grades 5, 6, 7, and 8, in third class districts of
Gallatin County, Montana and a similar summar^T of find­
ings from the ITation 'wide Survey conducted by the. Pub­
lic School Publishing Company during the school year
19 27-1928. This Table II shows that a much higher p e r ­
centage of pupils of fifth, si::th, seventh and~^eighth 
grades are in the bright or A and B group than is 
found in an unselected group of first grade pupils. In 
fact, approximately one-third of all pupils of these 
grades are found in this group as against 20 percent of 
unselected first grade pupils found ̂ in this group accord­
ing to Terman and Baker. Table II also shows that only 
48 to 49 percent of all pupils of fifth, sixth, seventh 
and eighth grades fall in the average or C group, while 
18 to 19 percent fall in the dull or D  and S group. The 
Hation Hide Survey shows a gradual increase from grade 
to grade in the percentage of bright pupils and gradual 
decrease in the percentage of dull pupils which seems to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABL& I 
DBTEOir 1ÎIIC2LL1GMCS TESTS 
fiATlQa HIDE MED I AIT 3 
OQTOBES— H OVEMBER (1927)
ALPHA TEST, POEM M ( Based on 33693 so ores }
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6 8
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TA3L2 XI
DETROIT HZ7ELLiaa2CE TESTS 
ALPHA TEST POEM M Summary of Latter Eatings for Grades 6,8#7,8# 
THlrd Class Dlstrlots. Gallatin Co..Montana 
Leoember —  Maroli 1927 — 1928
The separate letter ratings by age groups are 
given in tables III to YI. for eaoh grade.
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table III A
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indicate a gradual ell.Tiination of dull _.upilc in the 
upper eleraentary grades, v/ith a c o r r e s r e t e n ­
tion of the cright pupils. IIo such change is apparent 
in the results of the Gallatin County Survey v/hich ac­
tually shov/s a greater percentage of dull pupils in the 
eighth grade than in either the fifth or the seventh 
grades. This condition may indicate one or more of the 
following conditions: that Gallatin County schools be­
ing in a purely agricultural district may have a greater 
holding power due to the fact that the older bog"s and 
girls cannot drop out and enter industry; that the State 
Eighth Grade Examinations may be damming up the natural 
flow of pupils from the elementary schools to high 
schools; that the compulsory school law is oper^tin^ 
more effectively there than in the countdyat large. The 
last column of Table II shows that 26 percent of the 
total enrollment of grades 5 to 8, Gallatin County are 
in the eighth grade, while but 23 percent of the total 
enrollment of rrades 5 to 8 , Eat ion V/ide Survey, are 
in the eighth grade.
Table I shov/s a higher median intelligence score 
for Gallatin County pupils than for Eation J l d e  pupils 
in all grades except the eighth, v/here the median 
score is decidedly lov/er for Gallatin County. The 
percentile scores are also higher for Gallatin County 
except in the eighth grade and in the sixth grade 75 
percentile where they are lov/er tnan the correspond­
ing ones in the Eat ion V/ide Survey.
Table III shows the chronological-ages and the 
letter ratings of 128 fifth grade pupils in third 
class districts of Gallatin County, llontana. The 
bright group contains 32 percent, the average group 
contains 54 percent and the dull group contains 14 
percent of the pupils in this grade. The median 
chronological a-e is 11 years with a range of 5 years 
and 6 months. If the ages of 10 years to 12 years 
are considered as normal for fifth grade, (Corning,
After Testing, What? p. 37-41} 75 percent of the fifth 
grade pupils are "at age" for the grade, 7 percent are 
"below age" for the grade and 18 percent are "above 
age" for the grade. (Paulu, Diagnostic Testing, Ch. V)
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t a b l e  V A
DETROIT HiTELLIGEIIGE TESTS 
Letter itatinga by Mental Age 
December to March 1927— 1928 
Grade 7 Al>>ha Test Form M  Third Class Districts,Gallatin County.Montana
Median Mental Age — 13 — 10
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Table III-^ shows a median mental age for these 
same pupils of approximately 11 years and 7 months,
'vith a total range ox 7 years. If u*.© men 1 _,ges 
of 10 -"ears, ô months to 12 years, 5 months be taken 
as normal for fifth pirade (Terman, The Intelligence 
of School Children, p. 26 and p. 93), only 42 percent 
of these pupils are "at age" for the grade, 27 per­
cent are too young mentally for the grade and 32 
percent are too olu tor the grade. In other words 
2 oercenx ox the fifth xrade pupils are retarded.
Table IV shows tne chronological ages an., letter 
ratings of 134 sixth grade pupils. The median chrono­
logical a le is 12 years wi th a to toi range of 6 years,
6 months. If the ages of 11 to 13 years be taJcen as 
normal for sixth grade, 64 percent of +he pupils are 
"at age", 12 percent are "below age" and 24 percent 
are "above age" for the grade.
Table lY-̂  shows a median mental age for these 
same pupils cf 12 years, 5 months — i th a total range 
of 6 years, 6 months. If the mental ages of 11 years,
6 months to 13 years, 6 months be taken as normal 
mental a le xor siicth grade, 32 percent are "at agw",
25 percs-it aru "below age" and 23 _;arcont are "above 
age" for t he rau.e .
Table 7 shows the chronological ages and letter 
ratings of 130 seventh grade pupils. The median 
chronolo ic:1 age is approximately 12 years, 10 months 
v/ith a total range o i. 8 years. If the ages of 12 to 
14 yaars os t. ..en as normal for seventh rade, 62 '
percent arc "at age", 18 percent are "below age", and 
20 percent are "above age" lor the rade.
Table shows a median mental age for the seventh 
grade of 1 ' years, 10 months wi th a total range of 8 
years, 6 mont:-s. If the mental ages of 12 years, 6 
months to 14 years, 6 months be ta]:en as the normal 
mental ages lor seventh grade, 48 percent are "at a^e" 
23 percent are "below age", and 29 nercent are "above * age" for- t..e rade.
Table VI shows the chronological ages an., letter 
ratings o_ ly8 eighth graue pupils. The mediav: cnrono- 
l0:_.icel a e is 14 years wit:, a total rai. e of 6 years.
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TABLE VI A  
DETROIT ILTELLIGEIiGE TESTS 
LETTER EATIIIGS BY MELT AL AGE 
December to iiarch 1927-1928 Alpha rest-Form M  
Grade 8 Third ülase i>istricts Gallatin Go. .Mont.
Median Mental Age 14-6
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lABiE VII
Xietter Hatlngs of SleTen—year olds in Grades 6,6,7,8 *
Third Glass Districts, Gallatin Co., Montana
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FIGURE I . r, QJUTELLIGEMCE s c o r e s  —  GRADES 5,b,7,o 
DRGEQD
GRADES 6 and 7 shown by the solid lines 
Grades 6 and 8 shown by the dotted lines
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,6 months* If the ages of 13 years to 15 years be 
taken as normal for the eighth grade, 65 percent are 
”at age” , 12 percent are "below age” and 25 percent 
are "above age" for the grade.
Table shows a median mental age for the
eighth grade pupils of 14 years, 6 months with a total 
range of 8 years. If the mental age of 13 years, 6 
months to 15 years, 6 months be taken as normal for 
eighth grade, 54 percent are "at age", 24 percent are 
"below age", and 22 percent are "above age" for the grade.
Table 711 shows the letter ratings of 11-year- 
olds in grades 5, 6, 7, and 8, third class districts, 
Gallatin County, Montana and also the letter ratings 
of 11-year-olds in grades 5, 6, 7, and 8 in the TTation
7/1 de Survey. From this table it will be seen that 
11-year-olds are found in all four grades, but that 
those in the upper grades are found in the upper end 
of the intelligence scale. There is a rapidly increas­
ing percentage of pupils of high grade intelligence 
and a rapidly decreasing percentage of pupils of low 
grade intelligence from the fifth to the eighth grade. 
This change is more pronounced in the Gallatin County 
schools than in the schools included in the Nation 
Wide Survey. In other words, 11-year-olds included 
in the Nation Wide Survey seem to be accelerated more 
than 11-year-olds in Gallatin County.
Figure I gives a graphic representation of the 
Intelligence scores made by the pupils of the fifth, 
sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, respectively. It 
can be seen that the median Increases from grade to 
grade at the rate of from 16.5 points to 17 points 
per grade. It can be seen also that the semi-inter- 
q_uartile range is greatest in the fifth grade, being 
22.2 points. In the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades 
the semi-interquartile ranges are 17.9, 18.1 and 17.2 
points^ respectively. It will be seen that they vary 
less than 1 point in these three grades. From the above 
facts the following tentative conclusion•might be drawn: 
that the process of selective elimination on the basis 
of intelligence is inactive or nearly so in the last 
<three elementary grades of the schools surveyed.
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SUI.2.IARY' I
1. Gallatin County pupils in fifth, sixth and 
seventh -grades of third class districts nave a hlg^her 
median intel.li^ence score than pupils in correspond­
ing jracies included in the Ration \7ide Survey.
2. Gallatin County eighth grade pupils have a 
lo’.ver median intelligence score than eighth grade 
pupils included in the Nation Wide Survey.
3. There is an average range in chronological age 
per grade of 6 years, 6 months,
4. There is an average range in mental age per 
grade of 7 years, 6 months.
ffrent^Utf5. T'^renty-slx percent of all pupils tested v/ere 
over-age f o r  their grade.
6 . Twenty-four'percent of all pupils tested v/ere*̂   ̂
under-age for their grades.
7. Chronological 11-year-olds, 12-year-olds and 
13-year-olds are found In each of the four grades tested.
8 . Mental 10-year-olds, 11-year-olds, 12-year-olds, 
13-year-olds, 14-year-olds, and 15-year-olds are found 
in each of the grades tested.
9. There Is a total of 33 percent of all pupils in 
the bright ©r a  and B groups, 49 percent of all pupils 
in the average ©p C group,and 18 percent of all pupils 
in the dull or D and g roups.
10* The grade median intelligence score increases 
by approximately 17 points from fifth to sixth, 20 points 
from sixth to seventh, and 13 points from seven to eighth grade. ^
11. The semi-interquartile range of intelligence 
scores is approximately the same in grades six, seven and eight.
12. There is a constantly decreasing percentage 
of dull pupils and a constantly increasing percentage
of bright :3upiIs from grade to grade in schools included in the Nation Wide Survey.
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13, There is a lower peroentage of dull pupils 
and a higher peroentage of "bright pupils in fifth and 
seventh -rades than in the sixth and eighth grades of 
Gallatin County rural schools,
14, The highest percentage of "bright pupils is 
in the seventh grade.
15, The highest percentage of dull pupils is in 
the sixth grade,
COiTCLUSIOhS AI'D RSC\02.2CEI:DATI0ITS
1. There should "be a careful retesting of intelli­
gence of all pupils included in the survey (December- 
Maroh, 1927-1928), "Ho child should "be judged "by one
IQ.," (Wentv/orth "Individual Differences in the Intelli­
gence of School Children", p. 38-47.) Form R of the 
Detroit Alpha Intelligence Test or any of the well 
standardized intelligence tests now in the market could 
"be used for retesting.
E. In most schools a thorough reclassification on
the "basis of mental age and letter rating will be neither
expedient nor desirable. The teacher, however, in direct­
ing the learning of the pupils and in making promotions
should keep in mind not only the mental age of the pupil,
but the quality of his mind, that is, whether he is bright,
dull or average. She should also make a careful study
of the whole personality of every child. _ (Wentworth- 
Chaptsr I V , )
3, In general the bright student who is chronologi­
cally young for his grade should have his work enriched 
and should be regularly promoted, (Van Wagenen, "Educa—  
tional Diagnosis, Chapter I X , )
4, In general the bright student who is "at age" for 
his grade should be accelerated. (Paulu, Diagnostic Test­
ing and Remedial Teaching - Chapter IV,)
5, In general the dull pupil "at age" for his grade 
should be advanced slov/ly without repetition, cut if this 
cannot be arranged for he might profitably repeat.
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ô. In general the dull "over age" pupil should
be given -./ori: of such nature that he v/iïl be able to,
advance '.vith his grade. (Baker. )
7. There la less elimination of pupils of low
IQ,* 3 in Gallatin County rural schools than in the 
schools ineluaed in the ITation V/ide Survey.
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CHAPTER III •
ACHIEVEl^EITT I I I  REAPIITG
The testing survey in achievement was limited to 
the subjects o- reading and arithmetic, because a more 
general survey v/as not considered profitable or expedl* 
ent as a beginning project. Besides It was thought 
that achievement status In these two subjects would 
Indicate in a general way the status of achievement In 
other subjects.
The Honroe*s Standardized Silent Reading Test, 
Revi:.ed, was chosen for the testing survey In read­
ing because, all things considered, it seemed the 
best for the purpose. The test has some generally 
recognized faults. The units of performance are not 
of equal difficulty, and they do not embody the same kind of material, neither do they give an accurate 
measure of the pupil's rate of reading, because the 
rate score Includes the time used In indicating the 
correct answer. However, this test was thought to be 
the best available, because It measures both.rate and 
comprehension, It is easy to give and score and has 
grade norms based upon many thousands of scores. It 
Is Inexpensive and Is published in three forms. I, II 
and III, Thus, three tests a year may be given In 
order to measure progress.
The readlr]g tests were given by the County Super­
intendent of Schools and by members of the class In ■ 
Educational Measurements at Montana State College.
The tests were scored and rescored by the County 
Superintendent's office staff, by the students In 
Educational Measurements and by the writer. A total 
of 44.. pupils were tested. These v/ere distributed 
by grades as follows; 108 fifth grade pupils, 110 
sixth grade pupils, 106 seventh grade pupils and 121 eighth grade pupils.
Figure II Is a graphic representation of the results of the Reading; Comprehension test in each 
grade. It will be noted that the curves of distribu­
tion are much more regular for the fifth and sixth 
grades than for the seventh and eighth grades. The*
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FIGURE III 
READm G  RATE SCORES 
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’median increases by .7 points from fifth to ai^cth 
^rade 1.3 points from sixth to seventh grade and
2. points from seventh to eighth grade. The^fifth 
grade median is 12.2 v/hile the norm for i»he if tn 
grade at the end of the year is 11* Thirty-nine 
Duyils or 35 percent of the class failed to make 
this norm. In other words 64 percent of the fifth 
grade puoils read as well or better than ths norm for 
beginning sixth graders. The sixth gra_e roup has 
a median of 12.9 which is .4 higher than the norm for 
the end of the sixth grade. Approximately 66 percent 
of the group read as well or better than the norm.
The seventh grade group has a median of 14.2 which is 
•5 higher than the norm for beginning eighth graders. 
Approximately 59 percent of the seventh grade group 
read as well or better than the norm for beginning 
eighth grader^j. The eighth grade group has a median 
of 16.25 while the norm for the end of the eighth 
grade is 14,9. Approximately 68 percent of the eighth 
grade group read as well or better than the norm for beginning ninth graders.
Figure III represents the rate scores made by 
each of the four grades tested. It can clearly be 
seen that there *is no regularity of performance in the 
matter of rate in reading, although there is a pro­
nounced increase in the median from grade to grade. 
These medians, however, are not as i-igh as the norms 
in their respective grades. This is probably due to 
the fact that the test is not a true measure of rate 
for the reasons stated at the beginning of this chap­ter.
Tables 1%, X, XI, XII, XIII, XI7, XV. and XVI 
show the correlation betv/een intelligence scores and 
reading comprehension scores of a selected group of 
pupils in one-room schools and in schools of tv/o or 
more rooms each, A coefficient of correlation is a 
measure of the degree to v/hich high values of one vari­
able (i.e., ratings) tend to be accompanied by high 
values of another variable (i.e., scores). (Otis 
Statistical Lie thod in Educational Measurement ), * The 
coefficients of corre_ation range from.37,9 In the 
fifth grade of schools of two or more rooms each to 
,84,6 in the fifth grades of one room schools. There
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la an average correlation of.73.9 for one-room schools 
and. .58,8 for schools of tv/o or more rooms. In all 
groups except the seventh grade one-room school group, 
the grade median is higher than the norm for the grade.
Tables IX and X  present some Interesting facts.
It can be seen that the median intelligence score for 
the one-room group is 94, while the median intelli­
gence score for tv/o-or-more-room roup is 117.5 yet the 
median scores for each group are practically eg_ual to 
each, other. The high correlation between intelligence 
scores and reading scores of the one-room -roup shows 
that a high percentage of these pupils -ro accomplish­
ing more in cons iteration of their mental caoacil:y than 
are the pupils of the tv/o-or-more-room group.
Tables XI and XII shov/ a condition almost reversed 
from that shov/n by Tables IX and X. Here the sixth 
grade pupils of one-room schools have a higher median 
intelligence score but a lov/er median reading compre­
hension score. The pupils of the two-or-more room 
schools are doing better work than the pupils of one- 
room schools both as to actual scores made and in rela­
tion to their mental scores.
Tables XIII and XIV show a high correlation be­
tween intelligence scores and reading comprehension 
scores. These tables also shov/ that while the one-room 
group has the lowest median score in reading, it also 
has the lowest median score in intelligence.
' Tables XV and XVI show approximately the same 
correlattons between Intelligence scores and reading 
comprehension scores in the eighth grade of one-room 
schools an_ in schools of two-or- more rooms. It will 
be noted also that while the one-room school group has 
the lower median score in reading it also has the 
lower median score in intelligence.
Table VIII shows the correlation betv/een intelli­
gence scores and reading comprehension scores of 72 
sixth, 70 seventh, and 86 eighth grade pupils innlne- 
teen one-room schools and four schools of tv/o-or-more 
rooms each. Each sixth grade pupil is represented by 
a dot,each seventh grade pupil is represented by a , 
cross, and each eighth grade pupil is represeuoed by a
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4 3 .
.circle. T/c table shov/s the -raaual increase in read­
ing comprehension ând in intelligence from grade to 
grade. The most significant laco snov/n by this table, 
hov/ever, is the '■■reat amount of overlapping in read­
ing abilit:/ and intelligence. The comjnon field of 
overla ooing ^or all three grades is irom 80 to 160 in 
lntelli*ence and from 8 to 21 in reading comprehension. 
Approximately 31 percent of the seventh grade pupils 
and 20 percent of the eighth grade pupils do not read 
as well* as the norm for the sixth -rade. Y/hile 28 
percent of the sixth grade pupils and 41 percent of the 
seventh Trade pupils read better than the norm for 
eighth grade pupils.
Table ZVII shows the correlation between intelli­
gence scores and reading comprehension scores of a group 
of 61 fifth grade pupils from eleven one-room schools 
and three schools of two-or-more rooms each. Each 
pupil is designated by a number anu. may -e identified 
by consulting Table XXIv. All of the pupils to the 
right of uhe vertical line representi::g the score 11 
read better than the norm for the fifth grade at the 
end of the year. All pupils to the left of this line 
do not read as v/ell as the norm for the end of the 
fifth grade. All pupils on or to the right of the diag­
onal line are worlcing up to or above what should be 
expected of them considering their intellectual capa­
city. In other words, all of these pupils have A.Q,. ̂ s 
oflOO or more in reading comprehension. All pupils to 
the left of the diagonal line are not working uo to caoa- 
city. Pupils 31, 32, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 44, 48,* 
50, and 52 are pupils in a village school of two-or-more 
rooms. The grade contains twenty-four pupils, thus 50 percent of the class are not working up to capacity. 
Pupils 7, 1. , 15, 21, 53, 58, and 61 are also pupils who 
are not working to capacity. The above findings mav be verified by consulting Table XXIV,
Table SCIV is a summary sheet shov/ing the data and 
interprets uions of the data obtained by the survey of 
intelligence and achievement in reading and arithmetic 
of pupils of the fifth grade of third class districts. 
Prom this table it can be seen "hat 23 of the 61 pupils 
listed have accomplishment quotients below 100. That 
is, approximately 38 percent of these fifth grade pijpils
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'are not achieving in reading up to their mental age , 
level, "An Acoonplishment Q,uotient is found, l y  iivll- 
ing the reading age ty mental age. The Aocomplish- 
raent Q,uotient is the most exact present day measure of 
efficiency of study, instruction, and supervision; it 
is the only just basis for reporting to parents and 
for judging pupils; and it is the best index of v/hat 
pupils need special attention and spurring, of what 
pupils need restraining perhaps, and of what pupils 
need to be 'let alone',** (McCall, Hov/ to Measure In 
Education,) The pupils of schools A, B, 0 , F, and L 
have A. Q,. ' 3 of 100 or more resepc tively, The pupils 
of school E have A.Q,,'s of 88 and 94 respectively.
They both have low Id's but E® who has the lov/est in­
telligence score of any pupil tested has a higher A.-d, 
than 26 percent of the class.
Table XX.Y shov/s that 27 of the 72 pupils listed 
have accomplishment quotients below 100. That is, 
approximately 27 percent of these sixth grade pupils 
are not achieving in reading up to their mental level,
B scores are the test scores made in the different sub­
jects, after the scores are transformed to a common 
basal scale. The basal scale of B scores is the scale 
of median or standard achievement of pupils as they pro­
gress from month to month and from grade to grade.
Thus a pupil making- a rate in reading of 180 words per 
minute on bhe given reading test is found to make the 
median rate of pupils in the sixth month of the seventh 
grade, Els B score is 7,6 In rate of .reading, (Otis, 
Statistical Methods in Educational Measurements,) The 
B scores in reading shov/ that the following pupils have 
done approximately the v/ork of the grade in reading and 
should aocordinr to findings based on this single test 
be promoted in reading: C^, El, pl, Ql, G?, G^,I: S: I:XXTT shows the B scores and hence the location on the 
grade scale of every pupil as judged by his performance 
in the reading;, arithmetic, and intelligence tests, yet 
it is by no means certain that promotion should ever be 
made on the basis of the results of one test. These E 
scores might be used, however, by the teacher in check—
‘ing her own recommednations for promotions.
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SUia'-ARY
1. Approximately 62 percent of all pupils tested 
read as v/ell or tetter-than th.e norm for the prade,
£. There is a correlation between intelligence 
scores anl reading comprehension scores of from.37,9 
to.84,6.
3 . ',71 th one exception the one-room school groups 
show the hi _-;.er correlation.
4 . V/ith one exception the one-room school groups 
have the lower medicn intelli ence.
5 .  In all cases the one-room school groups have 
the lov/er median reading comprehension scores. The dif­
ference in median tetween the two groups of escii ; rade 
varies from .1 in the fifth grade to ,9  iix the- ceventh 
grade.
6. All groups except the seventh grade one-room 
group have median reading comprehension scores above the norm for the grade.
COITCLUSIOITS AÎTD RECO: ITSITDATIOITS
1 . '//hile 62 percent of all pupils read as well or 
better than the norms for their grades, there remain 38 
percent of all pupils that do not read as well as they 
should in order to carry on the work of the next grade,
2. Many pupils are not working up to capacity.
3. A program of diagnostic testing should be planned and carried out early in the school year of 1928-1929,
(Van Wagenen, Educational Diagnosis (Corning, After Test­ing, y/hat?)
4. Remedial work should then be carried on for the remainder of the year. (Paulu, Dlagnostlo Testing and Remedial Teaching, p. 234-73.)
5. A second general survey test should be made in 
April, 1929 to measure the success of the program of diag­nostic testing and remedial work.
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Table I I I 7
“LLTvey ui *awoj.Aigauc9, aua »oai8TSUioHi/ lu *-oa.uiug aiia *rii<uiu«iio ui iuuij.0 wj. * 
Grade of Ibird Class Districts of Gallatin County, Montana. December - way, 1927
IX bU
-1928
FIFTH GRADE Detroit Alpha Intelligence
Test Form M51—H 1 Ages M.A. I.Q
Letter
"O 0.School Pupil Yr.Mo Score Yr.Mo Rating
CD
q 1 A A 1 9-1 123 12-11 141 A3
(/) ' 2 A A 2 10-8 88 11- 103 C
C/)o'3 B B 1 9-1 99 11-6 127 A
3 4. B B 3 10-7 132 13-6 127 A2,6. B B 4 11-4 93 11-3 99 C
3
CD 6 C C«1 9-7 127 13-2 137 A
8 7 Ë E 1 13- 98 1 1 - 6 88 D3 £ £ 2 13-5 40 9-1 67 B
(O ' S ? F 1 11-5 112 12-3 107 C 4
3 " D F F 3 13-11 58 9 -6 68 B ,
Ï L I I 1 9-8 106 11-10 122 A
3
CD I I I 2 9-8 97 11-5 118 B
i I I 3 11- 68 9-11 92 C -TlC I I I 6 11-9 91 11-2 95 C -3") I I 6 13-6 80 10-6 78 £2 > I L 1 11-2 120 12-9 114 C 4
CD■D r N U 2 10-4 143 14-1 136 AOQ. ) M M 3 11-11 75 10-3 86 D
C
CO 1 M M 4 12-1 67 9-6 78 Bo 1 R R 1 10-11 122 12-10 118 B
■D P P 1 10-5 100 11-7 111 c 4O ; P P 2 10-9 126 13-1 122 B .CT i P P 3 10-10 154 14-8 136 A
CDQ.t P P 4 11- 109 12-1 109 C 4
$ i P P 6 11- 129 13-3 120 B
1 P P 10 12-2 109 12-1 99 C
P P 12 12-9 117 12-7 99 C
T 3
CD P P 13 12-10 120 12-9 99 c3 Q Q 1 10- 164 15-3 152 A(/)(/) Q Q 2 10-1 134 13-8 136 AO
3 Q Q 3 10-6 126 13- 125 A
Q a 4 10-6 103 11-9 113 c *
Q Q 5 10-7 109 12-1 114 c Î-
Q Q, 6 10-8 130 13-4 126 A :
Q Q 7 10-9 142 14- 130 A
.Q Q 8 10-9 116 12-6 115 B
Q Q 9 10-10 131 13-6 124 A
Monroe's Standardized Silent 
Reading Tes
Monroe'a 
Standardized
Comorahension
j X ~ ~Score
17 10 
13 
16 12
18 
13
7
138
14 11 6
14 6
15 
17 10
9
13 10 
13
16 
13 
16 
12 
13 
13
15 
13 10 
10 
12
16 
16 
10 
' 9
17-6 
11- 
13-6 
16-6 
13-0
18-6 11-
9-
13-6
9-6
14-6 12-8—6
14-6 8-6
16-6
17-611-10-
13-6
11-
13-6
16-6
13-6
16-6
13-
13-6
13-6
15-6 
13-6 11-0 
11-1 
13-
15-6
16-6 
11-
10-
ÂTî,
134100
117 122 
115 
140
96100110100120
104 86
131
81
124
126110
105 
104
96
104
114 112 
124 
108 
108 
104 100 10086
94
108
115
118 
88 
75
Sdoret2061
184
171
206
146
173
109
89
158
158
171
146
99
193
74
154
173
106
109
206
146
206
206
206
206
158
206
206
203
171
133
126
163
193
206
137
126
Rate
T 7 T ,
17-6
14-9
13-
17-6
11-
13-6
9-
8-12-
12-
13-11-8-6
16-
7-9 11-6 
13-68-6
9-1 
17-6 
11- 
17-6 
17-6 
17-6 
17-6 
12- 
17-6 
17-6 
17- 
13- 
10-
9-6
12-6
16-
17-6
10-3 
9-6
Average Arithmetic Intel Reaalng ilrith
A.Q. A. A.XS. Score A. A. A. 3odre Comp. Rate irith
134 17-6 134 104 16- 115 6.7 9.1+ 9. + 9.
134 12-11 117 68 12- lj?9 5.3 6.2 0. 6.2
113 13-3 115 90 14- 121 5.7 7,4 6.9 7.9
129 17- 126 102 16- 111 7.3 9.1+ 9. + 8.9
100 12- 108 74 12-6 109 5.6 6.7 5.2 6.7
103 16- 121 116 16- 118 7. 9.1+ 7.1 9. +
79 10-» 88 84 13-6 117 5.7 5.2 3.7 7.4
89 8-6 94 78 13- 136 3.6 3.8 3.2 6 .9
98 12-9 104 62 11-6 92 6.2 7.4 6.9 6.8
126 10-9 113 44 10- 106 4. 4.1 6.9 4.6
108 13-9 114 66 12- 100 6.9 8.3 1) .9 6.
96 11-6 100 72 12-6 109 6.6 6. 5.2 6.4
85 8-6 85 78 13- 129 4.6 3.6 3.4 6.9
144 15-3 107 82 13- 113 6,4 8.3 8.7 7.1
74 8-1 74 61 10-6 100 6. 3,6 3. - 4.9
90 13-6 107 69 11-6 89 6.6 9.1 5.8 6.6
96 15-6 110 60 11-6 100 7;s 9,14 7.3 5.5
85 9-9 97 27 9-0 86 4.9 5.2 3.6 3.7
95 9-6 100 64 11- 112 4. 4.6 3.7 5,1
134 15-6 119 97 14-6 111 6,7 7.4 y. 4 8.4
96 11- 96 68 11-6 100 5.7 6.2 5.2 5,3
134 16-6 119 86 16-6 100 6,9 7.4 9. 4 7.6
120 17- 117 71 12-6 86 8,3 9.14 9. 4 6,4
145 15-6 128 68 12- 98 6. 7.4 9. 4 6.2
132 17- 128 77 15- 96 7. 9.14 9. 4 6.9
100 12-6 104 45 10-6 88 6. 6.7 6. ' 4.6
139 15-6 124 103 16- 115 6.4 7.4 9. 4 8.9
139 15-6 ‘121 67 11-6 89 6.6 7.4 9. 4 6.3
113 16-3 106 66 12- 78. 9. 9.1 9. 4 6.
96 13-3 98 96 14-6 104 7.3 7.4 6.9 8.2
77 10-6 81 66 11- 86 6.8 5.2 4.6 5.3
81 10-3 88 49 10-6 88 6.8 6.2 4.1 4.8
104 12-9 106 61 11-6 94 6.2 6.7 6.4 5.5
118 16-9 117 38 9—6 71 7.1 9.1 8.6 4.4
126 17- 121 60 11-6 82 7.7 9.1+ 9. 5.5
82 10-6 85 44 10-0 86 6.3 5.2 4.7 4.6
71 9-9 73 62 11-6 85 7.1 4.6 4.2 5.8
Table U 1  
ùiiTH jRAi;:
üuüiûjary 3heet: Survey of int .Ij 1 - once, ant .Ictii eve ment in Heading ana .iritnmetic '.,f ''uolis of nixth 
Jraae of .̂'tirc ûlasseûiatricts of Sallatin County, i.iontanu, uecemuer - ây, -l'à'M
Detroit Aloha Intelligence 
Test Horm i.i
lonroe's Standardi zed Silent
i,,onroe s otuiiiaraizea
B, Scores
Ages iu. A. jetter i Comprehension Hate Average i Arithmetic Intel Heading Arith.
Do.School PUDll Yr. wiO. Score Yr.Moil.Q. lating 1icoreA# A # A.4.Score A.i. A.Q. A t ii • score lA. A. A.L. locore Comn. Hate urith.
1 C C 1 11-6 ! 56 9-6 83 D i 9 lo­ 105 85 8:00 85 9- 95 1 74 112-6 131 i 4. 4.6 3.1 6.6
2 C c 2 13-4 ; 129 13-3 99 C !12 is- 100 206 17-6 129 15-3 115 1 147 ;i8-6 136 ; 7. 6.7 9 • 4 9.
3 D Üll 10-9 10-3 96 c 110 Il­ 105 209 18- 170 14-6 138 1 46 !10-6|100 4.9 5.2 9*4 9. 4
4 D E 2 11-6 11 120 12-9 112 G + ;12 ls- 100 181 14-6 111 13-9 105 71 ,12-6 96 1 6.6 6.7 7.7 9. 4
à I) D 3 12-3 , 95 11-4 93 G - 10 11- 96 152 11-6 100 11-3 98 63 111-6 100 , 5.6 5.2 5.6 8.7
6 D J> 4 13-5 1 77 10-4 77 E 7 9- 86 130 10- 95 9-5 90.5 63 11-6 109 i 4.9 3.8 4.4 8.3
7 E E 1 15-8 I 122 12-10 82 E 19 19-6 149 173 13-6 104 16-6 126.5 163 20- 153 • 6.7 9.+ 7.1 9.
8 ? P 1 11-8 99 11-6 101 C 12 13- 113 168 13- 113 13- 113 59 11-6 100 5.7 6.7 6.6 9.
9. P P 2 11-8 i 129 13-3 113 B 11 12- 89 154 11-6 85 11-8 87 69 12- 89 7.1 6. 5.8 7.5
10 G G 1 11-5 ■ 119 12-8 111 G +  '15 15-6 119 181 14-6 111 15-2 115 60 11-6 89 6.5 9.+ 7.7 9. 4
11 G G 2 12-4 117 12-7 102 C 12 13- 104 196 16- 127 14-5 115.5 68 12- 96 6.4 6.7 8.8 9. 4
12 G G 3 13-2 93 11-3 86 E 9 10- 87 137 10-6 91 10*3 89 54 11- 96 5.5 4.6 4.7 8.
13 G G 4 13-11 104 11-10 86 E 14 14-6 120 153 11-6 96 13-1 108 64 12- 100 5.9 8.3 5.7 8. 4
14 G G 5 15-5 62 9-8 63 E 9 10- 100 151 ll-Ô 115 10-8 107.5 65 12- 120 4.5 4.6 5.5 9. 4
15 H H 1 10-11 142 14-2 130 A 16 16-6 118 204 17- 121 16-8 119.5 151 19- 130 7.7 9.+ 9.'4 9. 4
16 H H 2 11-5 114 12-5 109 G + 10 11- 88 104 8-6 69 9-8 78.5 104 15- 120 6.3 5.2 3.6 6.2
17 H H 3 12-6 95 11-4 91 G - 14 14-6 126 168 13- 113 13-8 119.5 130 17- 147 5.6 8.3 6.7 9.
18 J J 1 11-2 131 13- 116 B 11 12- 92 141 10-6 81 11-3 86.5 88 14- 108 7.2 6. 5. 7.1
19 J J 2 11-8 111 12-3 105 G 9 10- 80 141 10-6 84 10-3 82 80 13- 104 6.2 4.6 5. 7.4
20 J J 3 12-4 113 12-4 100 G 10 11- 88 143 10-6 84 10-8 86 65 12- 96 6.2 5.2 5.1 7.4
21 iC 'E 2 9-11 78 10-5 105 c + 10 11- 105 223 19-6 184 15-3 144.5 53 11- 105 5. 5.2 9. 9.
22 K E 3 12-7 82 10-8 91 E 5 8-6 81 103 3-6 81 8-6 81 82 13-6 122 5.1 5.3 3.5 7.1
23 M J,: 1 10-10 164 15-3 141 A 19 19,6 125 235 21-6 138 20-6 131.5 54 11- 71 9. 9.4' 9. 9.
24 il M 2 11-11 136 13-9 115 B 15 15-6 111 154 11-6 82 13-6 96.5 64 ,12- 86 7.5 9.4 5.7 7.2
D II 1 10-11 140 13-11 129 A 20 21- 149 204 17-6 125 19-3 137 80 13- 93 7.6 9. 9. 7.
i II N 2 11-9 137 13-9 116 B 13 96 168 13- 93 13-2 94,5 96 14-6 104 7.5 7.4 6.7 8.4
11 N 3 11-10 119 12-8 107 G + 11 ■12- 92 168 13- 100 12-5 96 99 14-6 111 6.5 6. 6.7 8.6
P P 1 ■11-10 149 14-5 122 A 14 14-6 100 236 17-6 120 16-1 110 59 11-6 80 ■ 8.1 8.3 9. 5.4k
P P £ 12- 104 11-10 99 G 14 14-6 120 167 12-6 104 13-6 112 100 lo­ 124 5.9 8.3 6.7 8.7
D P 3 13-1 108 12-1 92 G - 12 13- 108 130 10- 84 11-5 96 59 ll-6 96 6. 6.7 , 4.4 5.4
P .P 4 :13-4 i 123 .12-11 97 G 13 15-6 104 206 17-6 134 15-6 119 89 .14- 108 6.8 7.4 . 9. ; 7.7
1 P ;P 6 113-5 j 144 '14-1 105 G + il2 13- : 93 ' 236 : 21-6 1153 17-2 123 ■ 72 lK-6 89 7.8 6.7 ■ 9. 6.4
p P 6 14-5 128 13-2 91 C - 12 13- 100 154 11-6 89 12-3 94.5 81 13- 96 7. 6.7 5.7 7.1
Q Q 1 10-11 82 10-8 98 C 11 12- 114 154 11-6 109 11-8 111.5 69 12- 109 5. 6. 5.7 ! 6.2n Q 2 11-1 108 12-1 109 G 4 •12 13- 108 164 12-6 104 12-8 106 68 12- 100 6. 6.7 6.4 ■ 6.1(
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ÜIXTH JLiJDü Detroit Ain ha intelligence
Test Form M
llonroe's ôtandardizea bilent 
Reading Tests (Revtsed)
Monrou'a
standardized
liO.S üSes
Yr.*.iO
Zi.A. Letter uoiaprehension Rata Average arithmetic Intel neading aritti
ScboolPupll «Score Yr.ilo, I.OkRating Scored, a . A. M,*Score: A.À. A. Q •: A. A. "X•ci • • Score 4i9 Â • A. -i, »Rcore Comp.Rate aritd37 nX, A 4 11-4 116 12-6 109 G + 15 15-6 124 235 21-6: 171 17-0 147.& 82 13-6 108 6.3 9. 9. 7.138 H Q 5 11-6 148 14-4 125 A 19 19-6 134 235 21-6 147 20-6 140.5 73 12-6 86 8. 9. 9. 6,5
39 6 11-7 118 12-8 109 C -f 16 16-6 131 235 21-6 171 19-1 151. 86 13-6 104 6.5 9. 9. 7.540 % '4 7 11-7 139 13-11 120 B 14 14-6 104 153 11-6 82 13-1 93. 84 13-6 96 7.5 8.3 5.7 7.441 H . X. 8 11-9 145 14-2 121 B 15 15-6 111 181 14-6 104 15-1 107.5 108 15-6 107 7.d 9. 7.6 9.
-t£ Q r\% 9 11-9 116 12-6 106 C + 21 22- 175 235 21-6 171 21-8 173. 78 13- 104 6.3 9. 9. 6.943 X , 10 11-10 89 11-2 94 C - 11 12- 109 130 10- 91 11- 100. 79 13- 113 5.3 6. 4.4 7.
44 % Q 11 12-1 94 11-3 94 c ' 14 14-6 126 154 11-6 104 13-1 115. 80 13- 113 5.5 8.3 5.7 7.
45 '4 Q 12 12-2 81 10-7 87 D 10 11- 105 140 10-6 100 10-8 102.5 64 12- 114 5. 5.2 4.9 5.9
46 A Q 13 12-3 136 13-9 112 0 + 14 14-6 104 165 12-6 89 13-6 96.5 85 13-6 96 7.5 8.3 6.5 7.5
47 Q Q 15 12-3 112 12-3 100 C 11 12- 96 142 10-6 84 11-3 90. 95 14-6 116 6.2 5. 5. 8.3
48 Q Q 16 12-5 108 12-1 97 C 9 10- 84 117 9- 76 9-5 80. 66 12- 100 6. 4.6 3.8 6.
49 nX, H* 17 12-6 124 13- 104 c 121 13- 100 154 11-6 89 12-3 94.5 77 13- 100 ô.b 6.7 5.7 6.8
C'O •t < 18 12-10 149 14-5 112 B 14 14-6 100 197 16-6 114 15-6 107. 74 12-6 86 8 8.3 8.8 6.6
51 Q Q 19 12-10 74 10-2 79' S 13. 13-6 134 168 13- 129 13-3 131.5 83 13-6 128 4.9 7.4 6.8 7.3
52 QQ S 21 13-7 102 11-8 86 D 11 12- 104 150 11- 96 11-5 100. 71 12-6 104 5.8 6. 5.5 6.3
53 Q Q 22 13-9 62 9-8 70 £ 12 13- 129 222 19-6 193 16-3 161. 82 13,6 134 4.5 6.7 9. 7.3
54 q Q 23 15-1 108 12-1 80 D 11 12- 100 167 12-6 104 12-3 102. 68 12- 100 6. 6. 6.7 6.1
55 Q Q 24 15-1 86 10-10 72 1 E 8 9-6 87 154 11-6 104 10-6 95.5 72 12-6 113 5.2 4.1 6.7 6.4
56 q Q 25 15-1 83 10-8 71' E 9 lo­ 91 104 8-6 78 9-3 84.5 68 12- 109 5.2 4.6 3.6 6.1
57 Q Q 26 15-10 90 11-1 70 E 10 ll- 100 143 10-6 96 10-6 98. 74 12-6 109 5,4 5.2 5. 6.3
58 R R 1 11-4 129 13-3 117 B 15 15-6 115 157 12-6 93 14-1 104. 104 15- 111 7. 9. 6.7 9.59 R R 2 11-5 119 12-8 112 C + 20 21- 160 215 18-6 142 19-8 151. 117 16- 123 6.5 9, y. 9.
60 8 8 1 10-9 114 12-5 115 B 16 15-6 124 196 16- 127 15-8 125.5 79 13- 104 6.3 9. 8.8 7.
61 S S 2 11-1 147 14-4 129 A 21 22- 151 235 21-6 147 21-8 149. 104 15- 103 7.9 9. 9. 9.
62 I T 1 9-11 117 12-7 127 A 13 13-6 108 167 12-6 100 13-1 104. 112 16- 123 6.4 7.4 6.7 9.
63 T T 2 10-9 123 12-11 119 B 14 14-6 111 181 14-6 111 14-6 111. 90 14- 108 6.8 8.3 7.7 7.9
64 T T 3 11- 120 12- 116 C + 13 13-6 112 154 11-6 96 12-8 104. 119 16-6 137 6.6 7.4 4.7 9.
65 T I 4 11-3 94 11-4 100 C 14 14-6 126 181 14-6 126 14-6 126. 104 15- 130 5.6 8.3 7.7 9.
T I 5 12-2 140 14- 115 B 19 l9-6 139 235 12-6 153 20-8 146. 83 13-6 96 7.6 9. 9. 7.3
1 ^ T 6 ■13-5 137 13-10 103 C 11 12- 86 141 10-6 75 11-3 80.5' 118 16,6 118 , 7.5 6. 5. 9.• U P 1 11-3 110 12-2 108 C + 16 16-6 137 163 12-6 104 14-8 120.6 113 16- , 127 6.1 9. 6.3 9., R 2 11-8 132 13-6 116 ; B 12 13- 96 129 10- : 75 111-5 85.5' 83 13-6 100 7.3 6.7 4.3 7.37/ 1 11-2 ;.135 13-9 123 : B i15 .15-6 1111 181 14-6 jl04 |15-1 ,107.51 lin jl5-6 111 7.4 9. 7.7 9.
\y |w 2 12-6 '' 71 10-1 81 E ' 6 8-6 85 117 9- 90 ' 8-8 ! 89 l u ­ ' 133 . 4.9 ' 3.6 3,8 7.8
i '/ F 3 (13-6 jjl25 |13- 1 96 j G - ji a 1 9-6 j 74 |103 I d-6|1 66 1 9-1 1 î o -  1 125 ll?. 1130 i 6.8 i 4.1 (3.5 1
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Summary Sheet: 
Table IIYI______
S3V3nTH CRADE
Monroe'8 
Standardized 
General SurreyDetroit Alpha Intellipenoe Teat Porra LÎ __
Monroe 
Head
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33 
24
35
36
School 
A 
1 
A 
B 
B 
B 
D 
D 
?
F 
K 
E 
£
Z 
I 
I  
L 
M 
I 
H 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q
Pupil
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
r:i
F 3
K
X
K
K
L
L
L
1
N
P
P
P
P
P'
P
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
1
2
3
4 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2
3
4 
6 
? 
8 
1 
2
3
4
5 
7 
9
Q 10 
Q 11 
Q  I E
Ages
Yr.MO.
11-6
12-5 
12-6
11-7 
11-11
12-2
13-10 
13-11 
11-7 
14
10-9
11-7
12
12
11-4 
11-11 
13-3 
15-5
13-1
14-4
12-9
14
14-6
15
15-1
16-4
11-6 
12
12-1 
12-1 
12-2 
12-9 
12-9 
12-9 
12-10 
12-11
Score
142
146
173
173
135
142
95 
134 
141 
122
174
194 
89 
86
198
152
143 
110 
133 
124 
173
136 
139
41
86
96 
133
195 
112 
156 
145 
158 
165 
161 
154 
164
M* A*
Yr.Mo.
14-
14-3
15-9 
15-9 
13-9 
14
11-4
13-8 
14 
112-10
15-10
16-11 
11 10-10 
17-1
14-7
14-1
12-2 
13-7 
13
15-9 
13-9 
13-11
9-1
10-10
11-5
13-7
11-
12-3
Letter 
I.Q. 'iHatlng 
B122 
113 
1124 
136 
115 
115 
82 
98 
122 
90 
148 
146 
92
90 
150 
122 
106
79
104
91 
124
98
96
61
72
75
118
141
101
Comprefaenaion
fecore|
*8 Standardized Silent 
Inr Teata (Revlaed)
'14-10 1121 
14-2 116
14-11
15-4 
15-1 
;14-9 
14-9
116
120
118
115
ill4
B
A
A
a
B
D
C
D
C—
A
A
0-
C-
A
A
C4
D
C
C -
A
C
C -
s
E
B
B
A
C
A
B
B
A
B
B
B
i , 1 6
1 17 16 
20 
13 
19 
9 
13 
11 
16 
21 
19 
13 
9 
18 
12 
11 
9 
11
13 
19 
18 
10
8
8
11
14 
18
I'll
13 
16
14
19
15
i , 2 0
A. A.
16,6 
I 17-6 
16-6 
21 
t 13-6 
19-6 
10
13-6
12
16-6
22
19-6
13-6
10
18-6
13
12
10
12
13-6 
19-6 
18-6 
11
9-6
9-6
12
14-6 
18-6 
11 
12
13-6 
16-6
14-6 
19-6
15-6 
I 21
ti.Q.
118
120
103
131 
96
139
87
100
86
126
137
|114
122
91
109
90
86
84
89
104 
122
132 
79
105
87 
104 
107
109
88 
I 80
96
110 
94
130
103
il39
score
215
235
235
235 
181 
204 
130 
154 
206 
206
236 
222 
167 
117 
194 
110 
173 
173 
117
142 
235 
235 
181 
130 
107 
181 
178 
221
143 
, 134
181 
196 
235 
210 
169 
I 235
ate
A. A.
18-6
21-6
21-6
21-6
14-6
17-3
10
11-6
17-6
17-6
21-6
19-6
12-6
9
16
9
13-6
13-6 
9
10-6
21-6
21-6
14-6 
10
9
14-6
14
19-6
10-6
iib
14-6
16-6
21-6
18
13
(21—6
1%.
132
147
134
,134
104
1123
87
85
125 
134 
|134 
1114 
1113 
82
94
63
96
112
67
81
134
153
104
111
82
126 
104 
114
84 
67 
104 
110 
138 
120 
87 
1143
iverâ e
A* A«
17-6 
19-6
19-1 
21-3 
14-1
18-4 
10 
12-6 
,14-8 
17-1 
21-8
19-6 
13-1
9-5
17-3 
11 
12-8 
11-8
20-5 
12-1
20—6 
20-1 
12-8
9-8
9-3
13-3
14-3 
19-1 
10-8 
111 
14-1 
16-6
18-1 
18-8 
14-3 
i21,3
A.Q.
125
133.5
118.5
132.5 100 
131
87
92.5
105.5 
130
135.5
114
117.5 
I 86.5
1101.5
76.5 
i 91 
98
78
92.5 
127
142.5
91.5 
108
84.5
115
105.5
111.5 
: 86
I 73.5 
100 
110
116 
125
95
il41
rlthmetlo
Score
91
112
164
141
148
95 
73
86
94
69
87
132
69
61
167
115
131
50
83
96 
105 
135 
117
58
72
139
52
68
I 72
II 79 
104
54 
85 
148 
69 
li 72
A.
14
15-6
20
18
19
14-6
12-6
13-6
14-6 
12
15-6 
17-6 
12 
11-6 
26 
16
17-6
10-6
13-6
14-6
15
17-6
16 
11-6 
12-6 
18 
11-6 
12 
12-6 
13 
15 
11
13-6
18-6 
12
-6p.
AQ.
100
107
125
112
135
104
109
96
104
92
85
103 
109
104 
117 
107 
120
84 
100 
111 
94 
125 
114 
121 
113 
155 
82 
71 
100 
87 
103 
74 
87 
119 
80 
, 84
Table UVI
SEVENTH CRID3 Detroit ^Ipha Intellipenoe Monroe's standardized Silent
Monroe's
Standardized
Apes
lYr.Mo.
Lette r 1 Compréhension Rate Average Ari thmetio
Uo.School Puoi] Score Yr.Mo. I.Q. ’atinp 1 Score . i • Â * A.Q. Score A. A. A.Q. A. A. jA.Q. Score A • A. A.Q.
37 Q Q 15 l12-11 159 15 116 B I 16 16-6 110 196 16-6 110 16-6 110 96 14-6 97
38 Q Q 14 12-11 140 14
15-3
108 C T 14 14-6 104 167 12-6 89 13-6 96.5 104 15 10739 Q Q 16 13 164 117 B 14 14-6 94 163 12-6 81 13-6 87.5 87 13—6 87
40 Q Q 17 13-1 165 15-4 117 B ; 14 14-6 94 221 19-6 125 17-1 109.5 96 14-6 9441 Q Q 18 13-1 110 12-2 93 C — 11 12 100 130 10 84 u  ;92 62 11-6 9242 Q Q 19 13-2 111 12-3 93 C — 7 9 73 69 7-6 61 8-3 67 68 12 96
43 Q Q 20 13-6 143 14-1 104 C 13 13-6 96 154 11-6 82 12-6 88 126 17 117
44 Q Q 21 13-7 157 14-10 109 c 16 16-6 110 209 18 120 17-3 115 121 16-6 110
46 Q Q 22 13-7 122 12-10 88 c ' 15 16-6 119 181 14-6 111 15-1 115 101 15 115
46 Q 0 23 13-10 119 12-8 92 c — 10 11 88 121 9-6 76 10-3 82 64 12 94
47 Q Ô 24 15-2 137 13-10 91 c « 17 17-6 125 197 15-6 118 17-1 121.5 83 13-6 96
48 Q Q 25 15-10 104 11-10 61 E 10 11 92 154 11-6 96 11-3 94 48 10—6 88
49 R R 1 13-1 102 11-8 89 c 13 13-6 117 181 14-6 126 14-1 121.5 103 15 124
50 T T 1 11-9 149 14-5 123 A 12 13 90 181 14-6 100 13-8 95 ' 18 124
51 T T 2 12-7 169 15-7 124 A 13 13-6 87 167 12-6 81 13-1 84 161 20 125
52 T T 3 12-9 160 14-6 110 B 17 17-6 120 205 17-6 120 17-6 120 120 16-6 114
53 I T 4 13-4 159 15 116 B 13 13-6 90 196 15-6 110 15-1 100 128 17 113
54 D 0 1 12-2 119 12-8 104 C 11 12 96 130 10 80 11 88 147 '18-6 142
55 Ü Ü 3 13-1 91 11-2 85 D 8 9-6 87 119 9-6 87 9-6 87 111 15-6 134
56 8 Ü 4 14-1 116 12-6 89 0 12 13 104 151 11-6 92 12-3 98 101 16 120
57 V V 1 11-3 153 14-8 ISO A 20 21 144 235 21-6 147 21-3 146.5 94 14-6 97
68 V V 2 11-8 134 13-8 117 B 13 13-6 100 154 11-6 85 12-6 92,5 89 14 100
69 V V 3 11-8 141 14 120 B 13 13-6 96 169 13 93 13-3 94.5 ! 113 16 114
60 V V 4 11-9 176 15-11 135 A 20 21 131 235 21-6 134 21-3 132.5 112 16 100
61 V V 5 12-4 116 12-6 101 c 13 13-6 108 155 11-6 92 12-6 100 98 14-6 116
62 V V 6 12-7 130 13-4 106 c 21 22 162 235 21-6 158 21-8 160 75 12-6 93
63 7 7 7 12-9 163 16-2 119 A 19 19-6 130 235 21-6 143 20-6 136.5 i 79 13 84
64 1 V 7 8 12-11 155 14-9 114 B 18 18-6 123 210 18 120 18-3 121.5 80 13 87
65 V 7 9 13-6 140 14 104 C 14 14-6 104 169 13 93 13-8 98.5 95 14-6 104
66 V ■ 7 10 14 127 13-7 94 C 10 11 82 169 13 96 12 ; 89 79 13 96
67 V 7 11 14-1 128 13-2 94 C « 16 16,6 126 205 17-6 134 17-1 130 96 14-6 107
68 , 7 7 12 l4-9 112 12-3 83 D 16 16,6 131 191 )15-8 124 16-1 127.5 91 14 112
69 V 7 13 Ï5-7 109 12-2 77 S 10 11 92 209 18 149 14-5 120.5 82 13-6 108
70 " 1 7 15 M  (I 140 jl4 j117 1B i 12 |13 93 182 14-6 104 13-8 98.5 83 |13-6 96
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Table Z ÏV II
3"
"OCD
g
3IGHTH GHAD3 D 
T
t/j'(/)
o' Ho. SQhool Pupil
AFoa
Yr.Jio
3
o 1 Â A 1 14
2 A A 2 14-5
o 3 C C 1 13-5
s 4 c C 2 14-55 D D 1 11-10
(O' 6 D D 2 12-16
o 7 D D 3 12-7$3 8 D D 4 14-2CD 9 B 3 1 12
"n 10 B B 2 12-9c3. 11 P P 1 133"CD 12 P P 2 13-3
13 F P 3 14-1■D 14 P P 4 14-5OO. 16 P P 5 15-3
a 16 a G 1 13-6
o3 17 G G 2 14-6
■o 18 G G 3 14-9
o3" 19 G G 4 15-2cr1—H 20 H H 1 13-2CDO. 21 H H 2 13-11g 22 H H 3 14-83o 23 I I  1 13-8
24 I I  2 14-1
~o 25 J J 1 14-21
(/) 26 J J 2 16-8(/)o' 27 L L 1 14-33 28 L 1 2 14-1029 M M 1 12-8
30 1 il M 2 13-1
31 :i 3 13-7
32 0 0 1 12-10
33 0 0 2 14-7
34 p P 1 12-11
35 p P 2 13
étroit ilpha Intelli?^ence 
est Porn U
Donroe'a standardized Silent 
Reaainp Tests (Revised)
lion roe ' s 
Standardized 
Gunoral Survey
i M. A. 
Score' Yr. Ho. 
187 16-6
193 16-10
99 , 11-7
135 I 13-9
136 13-9 
129 13-3
129 13-3
93 11-3
149 14-5
123 12-11
158 14-11
167 15-5 
131 13-5 
163 15-2130 13-4
209 17-e 
195 ‘ 17 
114 12-5
114 12-5
159 15
159 15
171 15-8
151 14-6
174 15-10 
108 12-1 
192 16-10
159 15 
88 11
173 15-9 
146 ,14-3 
121 : 12-10 
165 115-4 
156 ; 114-10
160 I 15-1
168 L5-6 I
Letter, Gomprohension Rate 1 Average .Arithmetic
I • lu J Hat inr! Score Àm -i» H* Score A* . # .i. * A* » t. a kcore A. .'i< .4. Q.
liai 18 18#6 112 235 21-6 130 20-1 121 120 16-6 100
117 l 21 22 129 235 21-6 126 21-8 127.5 168 20-6 120
86 D 10 11 96 129 10 87 10-6 91.5 161 20 165
96 C 10 11 79 184 15 107 13 93 144 18-6 132
116 3 11 12 86 167 12-6 89 12-3 87.5 152 19 135
106 C 13 13 -6i 100 141 10-6 78 12-1 89 142 18-6 136
105 C 12 13 96 167 12-6 93 12-8 94.5 110 15-6 115
80 , B 16 16-6 143 208 18 155 17-3 149 124 17 125
120 * B 17 17-6 120 194 16 110 16-8 115 150 19 130
101 C 12 13 100 194 16 123 i 14-5 111.5 125 17 130
115 B 12 13 87 196 16-6 110 ! 14-8 98.5 98 14 97
117 B 16 16-6 106 167 12-6 81 14-6 93.5 85 13-6 87
95 C • 12 13 96 141 10-6 78 11-8 87 1 81 13 96
105 C * 16 16-6 110 206 17-6 116 17-1 113 101 15 9786 C 17 17-6 129 196 16-6 122 17-1 125.6, 101 15 111
133 A 20 21 116 235 21-6 119 21-3 117.5 91 14 78
117 A 21 22 129 235 21-6 126 21-8 127.5 94 14-6 86
84 D 12 13 104 126 9-6 76 11-3 90 84 13-6 108
82 D 17 17-6 139 188 15-6 124 16-6 131.5 56 11 88
114 B 14 1- *6 97 168 13 87 13-8 92 122 16-6 110
108 C f 16 15-6 103 168 13 87 14-3 95 165 20 133107 C 4 15 15-6 100 154 11-6 75 13-6 87,5 126 17 106
106 C f 10 11 76 117 9 63 10 69.5 112 16 107
112 B 16 16-6 103 181 14-6 91 15-6 97 100 15 107
88 D 14 14-6 120 134 10 34 12-3 102 108 15-6 124
101 C 1 17 17-6 103 165 12-6 74 15-1 88.5 140 18 106
105 C 4 14 14-6 97 129 10 ; 67 12-3 82 137 18 120
74 t 10 11 100 173 13-6 ' 122 12-3 i 111 95 14-6 131
124 A 19 19,6 122 212 18-6 115 19-1 118.5 62 11-6 72
109 C 4 15 15-6 107 148 ill 76 13-3 91.5 65 12 8394 C 10 11 85 145 11 , 85 11 85 69 12 92
119 , A ‘ 21 22 141 194 16 i 103 19 122 137 18 116
102 1 C 18 18,6 123 194 |16 1 107 17-3 115 144 18-6 123
117 ; 3 1 15 15-6 103 181 ,14-6 i 97 15-1 , 100 103 15 100
119 ! B il 16 16-6 106 235 121-6 i138 119-1 1122 110 15-6 100
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Dest i’orn U
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36 P P 3 13-2 159 15 114 3
37 p P 4 14-7 151 ; 14-6 99 , C ,
28 ? P 5 15 127 13-2 88 D
39 ? P 6 15-4 163 15-2 99 0
40 Q 1 12-2 151 15-1 124
41 Q Q2 12-6 184 16-4 131
42 Q 3 12-8 125 13-9 108 0 4
43 't a 4 13-1 186 16-6 126 A
44 C Q 5 13-2 138 13-10 105 C , ■'
45 r a 6 13-3 132 13-6 102 G
46 Q Q 7 13-3 146 14-2 108 C +
47 Ç a 8 13-4 126 ’ 13-1 98 G
48 Q. Q 9 13-5 150 . 14-6 108 C +
49 Q Q 10 13-7 154 : 14-8 108 C +
50 Q Q 11 13-8 143 ' 14-1 103 G
51 H Q 12 13-11 172 15-8 112 3
52 Q 13 13-11 128 , 13-3 95 C
53 Q Q 14 , 13-11 179 ' 16-1 115 A
54 Q Q 15 ; 14-1 143 14-1 100 C
55 Q Q 16 1 14-4 159 , 15 104 G +
56 Q Q 18 : ,14-5 ' 158 14-11 104 C +
II g H â 14-514-7
166
142
: 15-4 
: 14
106
96
C 4G
59 Q Q 23 14-11 150 14-6 97 G
60 Q 29 16 109 12-1 75 3
61 Q Q 30 16-2 139 13-11 86 D
62 R R 1 13-6 136 12-9 101 C
63 R R 2 13-7 148 14-4 102 C
64 R R 3 13-10 141 14 101 C
65 R R 4 13-11 189 16-8 126 .4
66 S S 1 11-11 153 : 14-8 102 .1
67 S S 2 14-8 135 13-7 92 C —
68 T T 1 13-9 162 15-2 ' 110 G 4
69 T T 2 13-11 162 15-2 110 G +
70 T T 3 14 118 12-8 91 C -
71 T T 4 ,16-7 , 128 13-3 80 3
72 V V I 12-7 202 17-4 138 ;i
73 7 V 2 13-1 153 14-8 112 G 1
74 , Y V 3 13-2 179 1,6-1 121
?l 1 y , V 4 13-3 191 116-9 127 1 AV 1 7 5 1 13-6 II 220 118-3 1 135 ! A i
Monroe'3 Standardized Silent 
Re a dlng Testa (Revlaed 
RateQomprenanslon Average
Monroe's 
Standardized 
General Survey 
Arithoetio
score A* ,k# Lt #1 Score 1n® .'i®1.1. . i • il.® -A® # *)CV 10
15 15-6; 103 1 181 14-6 97 15-1 100 93
16 16-6 114 235 21-6 147 19-1 130.5: 114
a 9-6 74 208 18 138 13-8 106 97
20 21 139 235 21-6 143 21-3 141 106
14 14-6 97 181 14-6 97 14-6 97 98
17 17-6 106 206 17-6 106 17-6 106 97
20 21 149 229 20-6 146 20-8 147.5 93
19 19-6 118 209 18 109 10-8 113.5 123
12 13 82 181 14-6 91 13-8 86.5 161
12 13 96 155 11-6 85 12-3 90.5 99
13 13-6 96 161 12 86 12-8 91 66
11 12 92 142 10-6 81 11-3 86.5 73
15 15-6 107 221 19.6 134 17-6 120.5 69
16 16-6 114 194 16 110 16-3 112 106
18 18-6 132 235 21-6 153 20-1 142.5, 108
19 19-6 125 221 19-6 125 19-6 125 110
15 15-6 103 153 11-6 77 13-6 90 80
19 19-6 122 221 19-6 122 19-6 122 147
12 13 93 167 12-6 89 12-8 91 79
10 11 74 129 10 1 67 10-5 70.r 110
15 15-6 103 174 13-6 ' 90 14-6 96.5 66
20 21 135 , 235 21-6 ;i38 21-3 136.5 98
16 16-6 118 196 16-6 ■118 16-6 118 112
16 16-6 114 196 16-6 114 16-6 114 76
9 10 84 129 10 84 10 84 100
14 14-6 104 143 10-6 75 12-6 89.5 57
13 13-6 96 208 18 128 15-8 112 152
17 17-6 120 235 21-6 147 19-6 133.5 177
15 15-6 111 181 14-6 104 15-1 107.5 141
20 21 127 235 21-6 130 21-3 128.5 152
21 22 151 235 21-6 147 21-8 149 142
12 13 96 142 110-6 78 ill-8 87 120
20 21 139 235 21-6 143 21-3 141 143
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9 10 80 74 7-6 61 8-8 70.5 93
16 16-6 126 222 19-6 149 18-1 137.5 lOQ
18 18-6 106 235 21-6 123 20-1 114.5 105
20 21 144 235 21-6 147 : 21-3 145.5 117
21 22 137 236 21-6 ,134 121-8 135.5 il32
17 ,17-61 105 j 235 21-6 126 jl9-6 114.5 i 93
21 |22 1 119 1 235 21-6 1116 121-8 ill7.5i|142
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CHAPT3R IV ‘
ACHIEVE~]i:T III ARITETZTIC
The tests ohoaen for the survey of achievement 
in arithmetic were Monroe’s Standardized General 
Survey Arithmetic Scales, I and II, Form I, These 
tests were chosen because they have been widely used 
and have well established grade norms. They are easy to give and score and are inexpensive. The three 
forms of the tests make possible a testing survey 
three times a year for the purpose of measuring pro­gress in arithmetic achievement. The tests are not diagnoa tic.
The tests were given by the County Superinten­
dent of Schools of Gallatin County and members of the 
class in Educational Measurements, at Montana State 
College, They were scored by the office staff of the 
County Superintendent, members of the class in Educa­
tional Measurements and the writer. A total of 363 pupils were tested.
Figure IV ahov/s the curve of distribution of 
scores of 76 fifth grade pupils, 99 sixth grade pupils,
78 seventh rade pupils, and 110 eighth grade pupils. 
These graphs show that the median increases from fifth 
to sixth grade by 12.6 points, from sixth to seventh 
grade by 12.5 points, and from seventh to eighth grade 
by 18^1 points. The semi-interquartile‘range is 13.7 
in the fifth grade, 18 in the sixth grade, 21.6 in the 
seventh grade and 21.2 in the eighth grade. The above 
facta show that there is much greater uniformity of 
accomplishment in th.e fifth grade than in any of the 
other grades. The norms for end-o f- the-ye ar accom­
plishment are 66, 78, 90, and 102 respectively.• A glance 
at the figure will show that the median in each grade 
is higher than the norm for that grade. The figure also 
shows that there is a great deal of overlapping in ar 
chievement in arithmetic from grade to grade. Scores 
from 50 to 110 are fbund in each of the four grades.
Tables ZVIII, ZIZ, ZX, ZZI, ZZII, and XZIII show 
the correlation between intelligence scores and arith­
metic scores of 72 sixth grade pupils, 70 seventh grade
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Bjipils, and 86 eighth grade pupils, representing 19 
one-room schools and 4 schools of tv/o-or-raore rooms . 
each. These pupils %vere selected from the larger group 
because each pupil had been tested in intelligence, 
readin, and arithmetic. It can be seen that the corre­
lation 'in grades sin and seven is higher in one-room 
schools than in schools of ti,7o-or-more rooms each. The 
correlation for sinth grades in one-room schools is .33, 
vfhile in schools of tv/o or more rooms, the correlation is .16. The correlation for the seventh grades in one- 
room schools is .63, v/hile that of schools of two-or- 
more rooms is .31. In the eighth grades of one-room 
schools there is a correlation of .09 while in schools 
of two-or-more rooms, the correlation is .50. There is 
no significant correlation between intelligence scores 
and arithmetic scores except in seventh grades of one- 
room schools and eighth grades of schools of two-or- 
more rooms. The P. E. or probable error is the median 
deviation of a given coefficient of correlation from 
the true coefficient of correlation due to sampling, 
{Otis, Statistical I let hod in Educational ITeasurement s , ) 
The coefficient of correlation must be at least four 
times as great as the P. E. in order to be significant.
Tables ZVIII and ZIZ show that 16 pupils or 44 
percent of the sixth grade pupils in one-room schools 
and 15 pupils or 41 percent of the sixth grade pupils 
in three schools of two-or-more rooms each are belov/ the 
norm for the grade in arithmetic achievement.
Tables XX and XXI show that 8 pupils or 33 percent 
of the seventh grade pupils in ten one-room schools 
and £3 pupils or 50 percent of the seventh grade pupils 
in four schools of two-or-more rooms each are below the norm for the grade in arithmetic achievement.
Tables ICCII and XXIII show that 12 pupils or 31 
percent of the eighth grade pupils of fourteen one-room 
schools and 21 pupils or 45 percent of the eighth grade 
pupils of four schools of tv/o-or-more rooms each are 
below the norm for the grade in arithmetic achievement.
Table XXIV shows that according to B scores in 
arithmetic, 45 of the 61 fifth grade pupils listed 
made B scores of 5.5 or better and probably should be 
promoted to the sixth grade in arithmetic in September.
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♦Those making B scores of leas than 6 and more than 5.4 
will not have the opportunity to te promoted in January 
for there are no half year promotions in the schools tested.
Table ZZ7 shows that 69 of the 72 sixth grade 
Phpils listed made B scores of 6.5 or better and prcba- 
bly. should be promoted to the seventh grade in arith­
metic for the reason stated above provided that these 
B scores are corroborated by other data in possession of the teacher,
A study of tables XSCIv, XXYI, and X X Y X l re­
veals the fact that a total of ninety-three oupils have 
A.Q,. ' 8 of less than 100. Of the bright (A, B) group,
44 percent have A.Q. *s of less than 100, 35 percent of the average (C+, C, C-) group have A.Q.’s below 100, 
and only 14 percent of the dull (D,E) group have A.Q.': 
below 100. This condition seems to indicate that there 
is not sufficient challenge in the v/ork being offered 
to bright pupils to engage their best efforts. It v/ould 
also seem to indicate that the group receiving the 
best program in arithmetic is the dull group, because 
it keeps bhem working up to capacity.
SUl.aiARY
1. The median of arithmetic achievement in each 
grade is higher than the norm for that grade.
2. There is much overlapping in arithmetic achieve­
ment from grade to grade, scores of from .50 to 110 be­
ing found in each grade.
3. In most groups there is not a significant corre­
lation betv/een intelligence scores and arithmetic scores.
4. Forty-two percent of the pupils made scores be­
low the norm" for the grade.
5. Aooroximately 32 percent of the pupils in fifth, 
sixth seventh, and eighth grades are not working up to 
capacity, that is,their A.Q.*s are below 100.
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c c i T O L U S i o i r s  a :: d  z z c c : 2 : z i z D A T i c : ' 3
1. The first three weeks of the school year 
(1928-1929) should be devoted to an intensive revie ;
of the work of the orevious 2"ear. A lia^nosijtc test  ̂
in arithmetic should then be fiven for the jurnose 
of locating; each oupil’s individual difficulties.
(Judd, C. K. , i'easurin^ the V/ork of the Schools.)
2. Remedial drill work should be planned to 
solve these individual difficulties.
3. Pupils who are mentally over- ge for their 
grades and v/ho are able to do more difficult work 
should be encouraged to do the work of the next higher 
grade. This procedure wi11 help reduce overlapping 
and vri.ll reduce retardation.
4. Every pupil should be given work of that de­
gree of difficulty which v/ill enable him to attain to 
his full capacity" for achievement, (Van .Vagenen, Educa­tional Diagnosis.)
5. Tes is that may be used for diagnostic purposes
Cleveland Survey Arithmetic Tests, Public 
School Publishing Co.
Compass Diagnostic Tesbs, Scott Foresman. 
Monroe's Diagnostic Arithmetic Tests, Public School Publishing Co.
Spencer Diagnostic Arithmetic Tests, Bureau
of Administrative Research, Univer- si ty of Cincinnati 
'Wisconsin Inventory .Tea ts, Public School Publishing Company,
■./ood. Arithmetic Sca l e s B u re a u  of Publica­
tions, Columbia University
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GE.lPTZIl V 
GSÎÎERAL SUl-EIARr AI7D GCZTCLUSICRS
In the f oil 07/1 n^ pages a aumnary v/ill he made of 
the important facta hrought out in the testing survey 
of 530 pupils in intelligence, of 445 pupils in read- 
ing, and^ of 363 pupils in arithmetic. 'P'.vo hundred and 
eight^r-nine of these pupils v/ere tested in intelli­
gence, reading; and arithmetic.
1. The pupils in fifth, sixth and seventh grades 
had a higher median intelligence score than pupils in
c orresponding grades included in the Hat ion '.Vide Survey.
2. The pupils of eighth grade had a lower median intelligence score than the eighth grade pupils in­
cluded in the Nation V/ide Survey.
3. In the fifth grade 32 percent .of the pupils were 
in the "bright group, 54 percent were in the average 
group, and 14 percent v/ere in the dull group.
4. In the sixth grade 26 percent of the pupils were 
in the bright group, 53 percent v/ere in the average 
group, and 20 percent were in the dull group.
5. In the seventh grade 43 percent of the pupils 
v/ere in the bright group, 41 percent were in the ave.age 
group, and 15 percent v/ere in the dull group.
6. In the eighth grade 30 percent of the pupils
were in the bright group, 51 percent v/ere in the average 
group, and 19 percent were in the dull group.
7. In the Nation 7/i de Survey of 33,593 pupils in
fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, 25 percent,
29 oercent, 35 percent and 41 percent respectively were 
in the bright group, and 25 percent, 22 percent, 18 per­
cent and 13 percent respectively were in the dull group.
8. As v/ill be'seen there was a constantly increas­
ing percentage of bright pupils and a constantly de­
creasing percentage of dull pupils from grade to grade
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in the sohools included in the ITation^’.Vide Survey, 
îlo such condition v;as found in Gallatin County. On 
the contrary, the highest percentage of dull pupils 
and the lowest percentage of bright pupils was found 
in the si::th ana eighth grades.
9. In the Gallatin Survey 33 percent of all pupils 
tested were in the bright (A, 3) group, 48 percent v/ere 
in the average (0) group, and 13 percent v/ere in the 
dull group. The results shown in the ÎTation V/ide Sur­
vey almost exactly agree with the above percentages.
10. There was an average range in chronological 
age per grade of 6 years, 6 months.
11. There v/as an average range in mental age per 
grade of 7 years, 6 months.
12. Approximately 12 percent of all pupils v/ere chronologic?lly under-age for their crade. Under-age- 
ness is probably due to mental age above normal. (lieCall, How to lieasure in Education. )
13. Approximately 22 percent of all pupils were 
chronologically over-age for their grades. Under-age- 
ness v/as le? s t in the fifth grade and greatest in the 
seventh grace. Over-ageneas was least in the fifth grade and greatest in the sixth grade,
14. Twenty-six percent of all pupils were mentally 
over-age i.or their grade. The percentage of mental'over­
ageness is greatest in the fifth and seventh grades.
15. Tv/snty-four percent of all pupils were under­age for tneir rade.
16. Chronological 11-year-olds, 12-year-olds, and 
13-year-olds were found in each of the four grades tested.
17.^Mental 10-year-olds, 11-year-olds, 12-year-olds, 
13-year-olJ.s, 14-year-olds and 15-year-olds were found in each of the four grades tested,
18. The median I.Q,. ' s for fifth, sixth, seventh,
and eighth grade were 107, 102, 108, and 103, respective­
ly. The dull pupils seem to collect in grades six and e ight.
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' 19. Tîie raeüan lut elllrenc e adores f or the fifth,
8i]:th, seventh, and eighth grades v/ere 99, 116, 136 ' and 149, resoeotively.
20. The grade median Intelligence score increased 
from fifth to sixth grades by 17 points, frcm sixth to 
seventh jrades by 20 points, and from seventh to eighth by 13 points.
21. The semi-interquartile ranges in intelligence 
scores for grades five, six, seven, and eight v/ere 22, 17.5, 18, and 17 respectively,
22. In reading comprehension approximately 62 
percent.of all pupils tested read as well or better 
than the norm for their respective grades.
23. In general, the pupils of schools of two or 
more rooms read better than pupils of one-room schools. 
That is, there v/as a higher median score per grade.
24. But it was also true that in every grade ex­
cept the sixth the median intelligence score v/as higher 
for the pupils of village schools than for pupils of 
one-room schocls.
25. There was a correlation between intelligence 
scores and reading comprehension scores of from.37.9 
to,84,6.
26. V/ith one exception (the seventh grade) the one- 
room school groups showed the higher correlation be­
tween intelligence scores and reading comprehension.
27. All groups except the seventh grade one-room 
school group had median reading comprehension scores 
above the norm for the grade.
28. There v/as much overlapping in reading ability. 
Scores from 8 to 21 were common to grades six, seven 
and eight. Scores from 8 to 18 were found in all four 
grades tested.
29. In arithmetic each grade had a higher median 
'score than the norm for the grsde.
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20. A p j . r o x i i r . a t e l y  58 p e r c e n t  o f  t h e  pupils made 
s c o r e s  a t o v e  t h e  norm  f o r  t h e i r  r e s p e c t i v e  £;rsdes. ‘
31. Approximately 3E percent of the pupils in^ 
all rrales v/ere not ;7orhinp up to capacity. That is, 
their A.<.'s v/ere celow 100.
32. There v/as no signifleant correlation be­
tween intelligence scores and arithmetic scores ex­
cept in the seventh .rade group in one-room schools 
and the eighth grade group in schools of two-nr-more 
rooms. In order to te significant a coefficient of 
correlation must be at least four tines as great as 
the probable error.
33. There v/as much overlapping in arithmetic 
achievement from grade to grade. Scores from 50 to 
110 v/ere found in ea/h of the four grades.
34. The one-room schools had a higher median 
score in arithmetic than the schocls of tv/o-or-more 
rooms. This v/as true in spite of the fact that in 
all grades except the sixth the median intelligence 
score v/vs hipher for t-he village school groups^than 
for the one-room school groups.
35. The highest percentage (44) of pupils not 
v/or2;ing up to capacity v/as found in the bright group 
and the lov/est percentage of pupils not v/orhing up to capacity v/as found in the dull grouo.
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coiTCLUsic;:s :̂:d ?.s c o:o.2:iio^ tic::s
A ‘tes -.ing program should he he gun early in the 
school year of 1928-1929 ivhich should include a re­
test j.ng in intelligence in order to chech the results 
already obtained. In case of great discrepancies he- 
results of the first and seccnu test, a third test might he given to those pupils v/hose scores 
in the tv/o bests shov/ed the greatest discrepancies.
Diagnostic tests should he given in the subjects of reading and arithmetic in order to discover each 
pupil’s difficulties. Remedial word should then he 
planned and carried on for at leist a semester, v/hen 
a second survey test might he given in order to mea­
sure the progress of the pupils and incidentally the 
success of the diagnostic and remedial programs.
Survey tests in other subjects mijht also he 
given early in the year to determii^e the status of the 
pupils in these subjects.
Pupils v/ho are mentally over-age for their grades 
should he allowed and encouraged to advance as rapidly 
as possible from grade to grade until they reach a 
grade of work better suited to their mental ages.
This applies particularly to these pupils who are 
chronologically "at age" for their present grade. Pupils 
who are mentally over-age for their grades and chrono­
logically much under-age should he given an enriched 
program. An enriched program does not mean a program 
of merely more work of the same type, hut work that 
will require powers of association rather than rote mem­
ory. V/ork that v/ill require larger and better vocabu­
laries, and instructional units that v/ill he longer 
and oresent long-time projects. {Van T/agenen, Educa­
tional Diagnosis, Chapter IX) also (V/ilson & Hoke, How 
to Measure, Chapter XVII)
Pupils who are chronologically much over-age for 
their grades should he given such help as v/ill enable 
them to advance. The elementary grades have little to 
offer that will stimulate the hoy or girl of sixteen,
( seventeen or eighteen years of age. If they nave good
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worklnr habits and the persistence to keep on trying» 
to do the vrork, provision should be "lade for their 
entry inoO end propress in high school. This should 
be done especiailp' , in case the hi h school can 
offer courses other than the usual classical and scien­
tific courses.
The problem of chronological over-ageness is not 
as great in the rural schools of Gallatin County as 
was found by Strayer, Horton, and o thers in various 
surveys of cit^" school systems. (Strayer, George D.,
Age and Grade Census of Schools and Colleges}, (Morton,
\ lZ E. S., Retardation in Nebraska) and (McCall, How to 
Measure in Education.)
An attempt should be made to regrade on the basis 
of mental age and degree of brightness. But regard­
less of any grading system used, the needs of individual 
children should always be kept in mind by the teacher. 
(Baker, Characterisitc Differences in Bright and Dull 
Pupils.)
From facts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 3, and 9 the con­
clusion might safely be drawn that dull pupils are not 
eliminated as rapidly from the schools of Gallatin 
County as from schools in general. This retention of 
the dull pupils may be more apparent than real due to 
the fact that only a comparatively small number of 
pupils were tested in Gallatin County, but all facts 
obtained certainly indicate thut dull pupils are re­
tained.
This retention of dull over-.ge pupils may be due to any one of the following causes or to all of them 
combined: the compulsory school lav/ may be operatingmore effectively in Gallatin County than in general 
elsev/here; the over-a_e boys and girls of rural communi­
ties unlike the ovcr-age boys and girls of industrial 
centers cannot obtain remunerative employment during 
the school year; the eighth grade examination require­
ment for entry into high school may be offering a more 
effectual check to progress of the dull pupils'in Galla­
tin County than is offered by the ordinary test given 
to eighth grade pupils in closely articulated ci tv school systems. .
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The facts brought out by the survey would also 
seem to indicate that the pupils of the rural schools 
of Gallatin County were, on the whole, well equipped 
mentally to ao the wor]: of the elementary school.
In general, reading seems to be better taught in 
the village schools and arithmetic seems to be better 
taught in tho one-room schools, nor; s of achievement 
may be considered indices of goo^ teachin . If, hcv/- 
ever, correlation betv/een intelligence and achievement 
be used as an index of good teaching-, reading is being 
better taught in the one-room schools, and arithmetic 
is being poorly taught in both types of schools.
The facts brought out by the survey seem to warrant 
the foil07/1 n; and final conclusion: that the retarda­
tion of bright pupils is the most serious problem con­
fronting the teachers and school administrators of the 
schools of third class districts of Galla'in County. 
{llcCall, How to lieasure in Education.)
The above conclusion is based upon the following 
facts brought out in the testing survey: that 26 percent 
of all pupils were mentally over-age for their grades ; that practically all mentally over-age pupils were in 
the bright groups ; and that 4 4 percent of the bright 
group v/ere not working up to capacity. These facts 
seem to Indicate that the mentally over-age pupils are 
v/as ting their time by not working up to their capacity. 
Therefore, the prevention of this waste in time of the 
bri-"ht student presents itself as a most important pro­
blem of the school.
The first solution might be to give the bright 
puoil more v/crk of the same type. This, hov/ever, would 
merely keeo him busy. It v/ould not ci.allenge his lest 
efforts and it v/ould not reduce the mount of mental 
over-ageness in the grades. The second solution might 
be that of enrichment of his course. By enrichment is 
meant the addition of such curricular material as will 
challenge his superior pov/ers of association, call for 
a^richer vocabulary, demand greater skill, better form, 
and suggest higher use-Talues. This method of solution 
mi^'ht keep him working to capacity but would not reduce 
mental over-ageness.
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A third solution and one better suibed to the 
case of the mentally over-aje cup11 physically well . 
develcoed and "at are" for his gra^e is a combination 
of the'second solution stated above and acceleration 
v/ithout shiopiny. This method of solution would keep 
the pupil working to capacity vfhile it v/ould reduce the 
amount o .cental over-ageness by advancing him from 
grade to -rade more rapidly.
The follov/in.g brief statement of the important v/ays 
in v/hich the pupils of the dull group differ from those 
of the bri' ht group v/ill suggest different ' teaching 
procedures : (kake^ fharactaria tic )idference in Bright
and Dull Pupils.1. They have not the same mastery of previous learn­
ing ; therefore, they are apt to reouire more reviev/ work.
2. Their interest span is shorter; they need shorter 
units of v/ork.
3. They cannot carry many thin-s in mind at one 
time; learning situations must not contain too many ele­
ments in number or kind,
4. They do not comprehend or see v/ell the signi­
ficance of things; facts and questions must be direct and spec ific.
5. They cannot make the same mental associations or 
analogies ; very fev/ facts or conditions can be omitted in the statements of a unit of work,
6. They cannot organize ideas and facts as well; 
situations*must be organized for them or must require little organization.
7. They take shorter steps in their thinking; there­fore enplanaticns must be more explicit.
8. They do not transfer ability from one situa­
tion to another as v/ell ; consequently more type situa­tions must be met.
On the other hand, for bright .pupils:
1. They learn by association rather than by rdte
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and their learning,consequently, takes on a somewhat , different aspect,
Zm /ocabulary difficulties are less for bright pn.pils because of their natural linguistic interests and v/ider range of association from the content.
3* Instructional units can be longer and long­
time projects with additional references ai.d personal goals can be carried out,
4, Motives for skill, good form, and use-values 
uhe best incentives to good v/ork in the physical
activities of manual-training, gymnasium, and art or skill training.
5, They have a more spontaneous interest in in­tellectual matters.
They keep their instincts and emotions under 
better control and resent being forced into emotional choices against their better intellectual judgments.
7. To quote - "The teacher of bright pupils must 
be a general manager who directs the general policies 
of the organization, in contrast to a gang foreman who 
supervises the details," (3ai:er, Characteristic 
Differences in Bright and Dull Pupils").
Another method of solving the problem of mental 
over-ageness in the rural school is suggested by Van 
V/agenen in his chapter on Classifying the Pupils in 
the Small City Grade School, He suggests that the 
pupils with the higher mental ages, higher intelligence 
quotients and higher achievement records would be placed 
in the eighth grade while those with the lower mental 
ages, lov/er intelligence quotients and lower achieve- 
men.t records would be placed in the seventh grade.
Thus a more homogeneous grouping for instructional pur­
poses would at once be accomplished. The present meth­
od used in the rural schools of Montana, of grouping 
the third and fourth grade pupils, the fifth and sixth 
grade puoils and the seventh and eighth grade pupils 
into three groups for purposes of instruction lends 
itself readil^" to Van Wagenen's plan. For example the 
seventh-eighth grade group may be scheduled to do the
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'Work of the eighth grade. Those of the seventh grade 
who have higher mental ages, higher intelligence quo­
tients and higher achievement records should he allow­
ed and ehcenraged to complete the v/crJ: of the two 
grades in one year and finish the eighth grade with 
the eighth grade group instead of going hack to 
finish the seventh grade the follov/ing- year. It can 
readily he seen that this plan could he used to 
accelerate the mentally superior pupils in any of the 
grade combinations. (Van V/agenen, Educational Diag­
nosis, Chapter X),{Sears, The Boise Survey, Chapter 
VI).
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